2018 IN-SERVICE

• DO NOT HANDLE ANY FIREARMS!
• ALL weapons will be cleared on the firing line at the same time
• Put your gear ON and be ready
• Sign in the Book & Sign-In Sheet
• Thank you for your cooperation
4 General Safety Rules

1. Treat all firearms as if they are loaded / know the status of your firearm.

2. Keep your finger off the trigger until you have made a conscious decision to shoot.

3. Keep your firearm pointed in a safe direction, PREDETERMINED by your environment and situation.

4. Be aware of your target, backstop and beyond.
SAFETY MANTRA

SAFETY
AMMO
ACTION
INSPECT

This can and should be used for ALL firearms.
SAFETY MANTRA

1. Safety
   - Treated the firearm as if its loaded,
   - Keep the firearm pointed in a predetermined safe direction,
   - Keep your finger OFF trigger,
   - Engage the safety if the firearm is equipped with one.
2. **Ammo** *(Where is the extra ammo stored?)*

- When ABLE remove the source of extra ammunition;
- Remove the magazine, open the cylinder, etc.
SAFETY MANTRA

3. **Action** (Slide, Cylinder, Fore-End, Bolt)
   - Run the action 3 to 5 times;
   - Observe the actual extraction;
   - Lock the action in the open position.
4. INSPECT (Chamber(s), Magazine Well, Magazine Tube, etc.)

- Visibly & physically inspect the chamber(s) & where ammunition is stored to ensure they “CLEAR”;
- Break your focal attention by looking away;
- Visibly & physically inspect them again to confirm they are “CLEAR”.

SAFETY MANTRA
AMMO INSPECTION

• WITHOUT drawing your weapon from the holster, remove the magazine
• Strip ALL ammo from ALL three mags;
• Place ALL ammo BULLET HEAD UP in the tray.
• 45 or 51 rounds
UNLOAD & SHOW CLEAR

• When instructed everyone will report to the Pistol Range
• You will be required to ensure downrange is safe and clear prior to handling your weapon
• You are reminded that you are administratively unloading your weapon and that there is NO need to place your finger on the trigger at any time
• When instructed you will unload your weapon using Safety, Ammo, Action, Inspect
REPORT TO THE PISTOL RANGE

• Report directly to the Pistol Range.
• We will not start until EVERYONE is there.
• Do as you are instructed.
Disassemble The Glock Pistol into 4 Pieces

Never disassemble your weapon beyond this point.
CONDUCT AN INSPECTION

• SERIAL NUMBER
  – Write the serial that is on your weapon, NOT from your memory, on the score sheet.
  – Ensure all three serial numbers match!
CONDUCT AN INSPECTION

• SLIDE
  – Unusual wear and tear (cracks, chips, etc)
  – Sights (center, tight, etc)
  – Firing Pin Safety Plunger Test
    • Depress the plunger in while moving the slide back and forth. The firing pin should move freely!
CONDUCT AN INSPECTION

• Barrel
  - Check for unusual wear and tear

• Guide rod / Recoil spring assembly
  – The ends of the rod should be clear of any damage such as cracks or pieces of plastic missing
  – Make sure the spring is functioning properly

• Frame
  - Check for unusual wear and tear (cracks in frame, loose or broken parts)
LUBRICATION

• Only one droplet of lubrication is needed
  – Lubrication should be seen and felt, but gravity shouldn’t affect it
  – Excess oil should be removed
LUBRICATION

• Over lubrication will cause malfunctions!
LUBRICATION

• Slide
  – 1 lubrication point
  – Spread with finger
  – Caution not to place oil in firing pin channel
LUBRICATION

• Barrel
  – 3 lubrication points
LUBRICATION

• Frame
  – 5 lubrication points
  – 1 drop on each rail
LUBRICATION

• Frame
  – 1 drop on the connector
INSERT BARREL BLOCK INTO THE CHAMBER END OF THE BARREL
REASSEMBLY

• Reinsert the barrel back into the slide
• Reinsert the spring guide rod ensuring it is properly seated in the forward notch in front of the locking lugs
• Grasp the frame with your holster hand
• Grasp the slide over the top with reactionary hand
• Align the slide rails cutouts with the forward frame rails
• Slowly & carefully pull the slide rearward ensuring the slide rail cutouts are aligned with the rear frame rails as well
• Pull the slide backward to its most rearward point of travel and release it
FUNCTION TEST

• Done every time the Glock is disassemble & reassembled to ensure the pistol is functioning properly

• The Function Test requires the pulling of the trigger so it is vital to ensure that the pistol is SAFE and CLEAR prior

• Complete
  — SAFETY / AMMO / ACTION / INSPECT

Cleveland Police Department
FUNCTION TEST

1. Ensure the weapon is pointed in a safe direction;
2. Apply appropriate pressure to the trigger
3. Holds (pin) the trigger to the rear
4. While still holding the trigger to the rear, cycle the slide on time
5. Slowly release the trigger hearing & feeling a click as the trigger is rest
DRAWING / DEPLOYING

• Consider the totality of the circumstances
• What is the nature of the call?
• Has the subject committed a misdemeanor or felony?
DRAWING / DEPLOYING

• Is the subject known to you?
  – History of violence
  – Mental disabilities

• What is the subject’s demeanor?
  – Angry, Aggressive,
  – Yelling, Silent
  – Depressed, Sad
  – Suicidal, Crying
  – Distant
DRAWDING / DEPLOYING

• What level of cooperation are you receiving from the subject?
• Are they discarding lawful orders?
• Are they argumentative?
• Are they ignoring you?
DRAWING / DEPLOYING

• Are weapons present?
  – Does the subject possess a weapon?
  – Is a weapon within reach of the subject?
DRAWING / DEPLOYING

• Are the subject’s hands in view?
• Proximity of the subject
• Age of the subject
• Size of subject
• Number of subjects compared to officer(s)
RELOADS

• Emergency
  – Completed when the weapon is depleted of ammunition and the slide is locked back

• With Retention
  – Completed when the shooter has addressed a threat with an unknown amount of ammunition, there is a lull, and they are concerned as to how much is left in the weapon should the threat reattack or another threat appear

• Without Retention
  – Completed when the shooter has addressed a threat with an unknown amount of ammunition, there is a lull, and they are concerned as to how much is left in the weapon should the threat reattack or another threat appear

All should be done with a sense of urgency
EMERGENCY RELOAD

• Recognize that the gun is empty
• Immediately eject the empty magazine
• Bring the weapon to their “Workspace”
  – Workspace is high chest to eye lever
• Retrieve a magazine from where they normally store spare ammunition
• Usually their magazine pouch
• Insert the retrieved magazine into the magazine well and ensure it is seated
• Charge the weapon by releasing the slide
EMERGENCY RELOAD

- Right hand shooter:
- Reach over top of the slide grasping it with their left hand, pulling backwards and releasing it, allowing it to move forward on its own, also known as “slingshot”
- Release the slide by depressing the slide stop with their right thumb
- Release the slide by depressing the slide stop with their left thumb
EMERGENCY RELOAD

• Left hand shooter:
• Reach over top of the slide grasping it with their right hand, pulling backwards and releasing it, allowing it to move forward on its own, also known as “slingshot”
• Release the slide by depressing the slide stop with their left index finger
• If a threat still remains reacquire a perfect sight picture
RELOAD WITH RETENTION

- Recognize the threat is at least temporarily stopped and no other threat currently exists
- Remove their finger off the trigger
- Move to cover (if available)
- Bring the weapon to their “Workspace”
- Workspace is high chest to eye lever
RELOAD WITH RETENTION

• Retrieve a magazine from where they normally store spare ammunition ensuring they leave space in their hand to grasp the ejected magazine

• Usually their magazine pouch

• Bring the magazine up to the weapon

• Depress the magazine release button allowing the ejected magazine from the weapon to fall into the palm of their hand

• Insert the retrieved magazine into the magazine well and ensure it is seated

• Store the partial magazine
RELOAD WITHOUT RETENTION

• Recognize the threat is at least temporarily stopped and no other threat currently exists
• Remove their finger off the trigger
• Move to cover (if available)
• Bring the weapon to their “Workspace”
• Workspace is high chest to eye lever
RELOAD WITHOUT RETENTION

• Retrieve a magazine from where they normally store spare ammunition
• Usually their magazine pouch
• Bring the magazine up to the weapon
• Depress the magazine release button allowing the ejected magazine from the weapon to fall to the ground
• Insert the retrieved magazine into the magazine well and ensure it is seated
AFTER ACTION

• Bring the weapon back to high ready position
• Scan and assess the area to the right and left while taking and releasing a deep breath
• Lower the muzzle to the Sul position
• Modified hand position is permitted as long as the shooter maintains control of the weapon
• Check muzzle to ensure it is pointed straight down between feet
AFTER ACTION

• Continue to breathe slowly and controlled while pivoting either back or forward 180 degrees with one foot to assess the entire area for additional threats

• Remain in position sul while scanning unless you encounter a threat

• After situational assessment return to your original position at the high ready

• If no other threats remain, reluctantly holster
TRIGGER RESET DRILLS

• Ensure your weapon is safe & clear;
  – Safety, Ammo, Action, Inspect
• Ensure your weapon has a barrel block installed;
• Ensure your weapon is pointed in a SAFE direction;

• PLEASE do exactly what you are instructed to do!
• Report directly to the Pistol Range.
• We will not start until EVERYONE is there.
• Do as you are instructed.